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Since I have the privilege to give the first paper of
this conference I should like to start with a few general
remarks. Before I talk abnut the use of AVF-cyclotrons in
nuclear physics I want to discuss fnr a few minutes the
question why one shnuld dn low energy nuclear physics at
all. The question is being asked and will be asked with
even more emphasis not only by physicists but also by po-
liticians. The reason is that more Van-de-Graa~ and more
cyclotrons are built and the cost increase is considerable.
I might mention that in the next years about 100 Mio DM
will have to be spent in the federal republic of Germany
for installing new low energy accelerators (the natural
boundary between low and high energy accelerators is given
by the meson's threshold at about 150 MeV). Because of
the large sums involved the politicians will ask us what
the whole activity is good for and certainly they suspec~
that all we want, are new and shinier toys.
Science gets its justification from two sides
1. It may lead to technical applications and thus even-
tually change our style of life. No doubt solid state phr
sics has to be justified on this basis since most of the
principal questions are solved in that field (with the
exception of phenomena like super-conductivity and super-
flUidity, of course).
2. Science has an ethymological value in itself giving
us insight into the world surrounding us. The knowledge
gained in this way may have no immediate practical conse-
quence but it influences our thinking and acting deeply.
Obvillu&y high energy and elementary particle physics are
justified by such arguments.
Now what about low energy nuclear physics? The very im-
portant application of nuclear physics for the energy pro-
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duction in nuclear reactors is well known. However, I
have the impression that most of the necessary nuclear
physics data are known and the problem is now in the hands
of engineers. Thus the possibility of applications is not
a very convincing argument fnr the constructio~ of new ac-
celerators.
Even the other aspect, the gaining of new fundamental
knowledge dnes nut look too promising at a first glance.
Going from the dimension of atoms (10-8cm) to the dimen-
sion of nuclei (10-12cm ) one might have expected that a
drastic change ef the physical laws might occur in a si-
milar way as atomic and quantum physics are fundamental-
ly different from classical physics. However, nothing 0f
that sort has been detected thus far. It seems that one
has to go one step further, tc elementary particles, in
order to find qualitatively new phenomena. Of course the
detection of parity violation is an exception but this is
a problem c~nnected t~ the so-called weak interactions
which I shall not discuss here today.
After this somewhat pessi~istic view let me take now a
positive attitude. The central problem of nuclear physics
is the investigation of the strong Interactions. These
forces are one of the four interactions known in nature
(gravitation, electromagnetic force, weak interaction
leading to B decay, strong interac~ions) and to establish
their features is one of the fundamental tasks of phy -
sics. What we would like to h~ve is a theory for nuclear
forces corresponding to Maxwell's equation in electrici-
ty or to Einstein's theory of gravitation. It seems
that we are still far away from this goal and hence much
work has yet tc be done in low and high energy nuclear
physics.
Since we are here at a conference for particle accelera-
tors let me now turn to the problems that can be attacked
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by investigating nuclear reactions. One of the tasks is
tn determine the interaction potential between tw~ nuc-
leons. This can be achieved in the mnst direct way by p-p
and n-p scattering. Since the potential dnes not only de-
pend on the distance between the two particles but on
their relative spin orientation such experiments must be
performed with polarized particles and / or polarizedta~
gets. These investigations are difficult and require high
beam intensities and the AVF-cyclotrcns will certainly be
very useful.
Besides the spin dependence their may exist also a charge
dependence of nuclear f~rces. This implies that the f~r­
ces between p-p, n-p and n-n are different even if the
Coulomb effects are c~rrected for. Recent experiments in-
dicate that indeed a small charge dependence exists which
may be related t~ the mass difference of charged and un-
charged pions. Precise experiments are necessary to ans-
wer this question definitely. The same is trup for a test
whether the nuclear forces are strictly invariant against
space reflections, charge conjugation and time reversal.
Small violations ~ight exist.
A very important question that cannot be answered simply
by nu~leon-nucleon scattering is the existence of many
body forces. It could well be that the forces between two
nucleons are changed by the presence of other nucleons
because of meson exchange effects. Very little is known
about this type of force.
Even if all the features of the nuclear forces would be
known we are still confronted with the problem of nuclear
structure. I want to remind you that the investigation
of the atomic shell was a difficult but rewarding task
although the forces that tie the electrons to the nucleus
had been known very well. You know that some ingenious
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models have been invented (the shell model, collectiv~ mo-
del, optical model etc.) in order to describe the beha -
viour of nuclei. One difficulty with these models is that
thus far it turned out to be very difficult to find a uni-
fied model that would combine the models developed for par-
ticular purposes. Besides this also not much success has
been gained as yet with respect to correlating thp. modAls
to fundamental principles, say to the properties of nuc -
lear matter. Because of these difficulties some nuclear
physicists claim that nuclear sr~ctroscopy is of no use at
all whereas ethers think that it is of paramount importance.
As always the truth lies somewhere inbetween. Of courS8 an
unsystematic investigation of arbitrary nuclei does not
promote our kn~wledge appreciably. But a well directed
search may reveal very interesting general features of the
nuclear ~Ehavio~r. Let me mention only a few cxamplAs.
Originally it was thought that the concept of isotopic
spin wou2d be applicable only to light nuclei where Cou-
lomb effects are small. Surprisingly Anderson, Wong and
McClure [1J (Livermore) i~ferred from an investigation of
(pn) reactions that in heavy nuclei there are so-called
isobaric anah,gue state3 'i'Ti'~1J. defini te isospin quantum num-
bers. These experiments have recently been extpnded to nuc-
lei as heavy as Ag and U at Harwell With 90 MpV prntons.
The explanation of these analogue states is based on the
fact that in heavy nuclei N»Z and hence the neutron
shells are filled to a ~uch ~igher level than the proton
shells. This implies t~at the conversion of a proton into
a neutron requires much energy and is unfavoured. It would
be interesting to study m8diu~ heavy nuclei more in detail
where the Coulo~b effect is large enough to destroy the
isospin purity but the neutron access is still small.
Another p~oblcm tllat ~s finding much attention is the
existence of par~~~le clusters in nuclei. In most cluster
theories t~e clusters must not be visualized with a defi-
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nite position in space since the Pauli principle f~rbids
such a lecalisation inside the nucleus. The situation is
different, however, for the nuclear surface. There the
density of nuclear matter is reduced and not all states
are occupied. Hence real clusters can be formed. Some ex-
perimental results seem to indicate that indeed ex.. clusters
exist in th~ surface of heavy nuclei. The probability of
their fvrmation and the momentum distribution of the
clusters fer example can be investigated by knock-out r~­
acticns like (o:,2'X,), (p,pax,) or pick-up reactions e.g.
(d, Li 6). In all cases energies well ab~ve 20 MeV are re-
quired and therefnre AVF-cyclotrnns are very useful tools
for such investigatinnc.
Also with respect to nuclear excitation interesting fea-
tures have been detected. Surprisingly it was f~Und that
the reactinD cress sectiJns show large fluctuations even
at high excitati0n ~nprgies whereas previously it had
been expected that the levels would overlap resulting in
a smcoth variati0n ,f the cr0SS section. An investigation
ef these fluctuatio.1s requires a good energy resolution,
of course.
I sh~uld like tn turn now to a few specific examples ~hat
will give me also ~he possibility to discuss snme experi-
mental aspects ~f the use of AVF-cyclotrnns.
Elastic and inelasic 0::, -sca~t",ring. As is wellkn('wn
elasic ~-scattering produces a diffractinn pattern fr0m
which the nuclear radii and ~ther nuclear properties can
be inferred. The successful cperatinn of the Ferkeley
88" cyclctr~n made it possible to study the inelastic
scattering in much more detail than it was possible be-
fore. With an energy resolutinn of 75 keV at an oc-enorgy
of 65 MeV it became possible to resolve the scattering
from many individual levels. Fig. 1 taken from a paper
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by Harwey et al. [2J shows the scattering of ~-particles
from 0 16 as an example. One sees clearly the diffraction
pattern nf the elastic scattering (full line). The other
curves correspond to inelastic scattering from levels with
negative parity. Accnrding to Blair's phase rule the ma-
xima and minima should coincide with thnse frr the elastic
scattering as is indeed the case. An interesting excep-
tion is the upper curve. Here a phase jump occurs at an
angle of aLout 40 0 indicating that two reaction~mechanisms
are involved, one predominant at small, the other at large
angles.
Reactions Frnm the many interesting investigations on
nuclear reactions I can again pick out only one. As an
example I want to show you results f~r the reaction ~
12 14 .C (OC,d)N agaln obtained at Berkeley by Harwey at al.
[3J. Fig. 2 shows the deuteron spectrum for an ~-energy
of 53 MeV. As can be spen sharp peaks appear indicating
well separated levels even at excitation energies as high
as 18 MeV.
For the majority of the scattering and reactinn experi -
ments a very good energy resolution is required in order
to resnlve individual levels. Since this topic will be
discussed in more detail in the next talk I shall restrict
myself to these few remarks.
Coincidence experiments In many reactions twn partic-
les appear in the final state and in order tn identify
the reaction and to determine the kinematics one wants to
analyse the twn particles in coincidence. Examples fer
such reactions are (~,2Q) (knock-out), p(dn)2p, d(d2~2p
(final state interaction of 2 protons), (d,np) (break up)
and other few nuclecn reactions.
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Since the number of random coincidences is determined by
the instantaneous and not by the average current a duty
cycle D = I/i peak as close to one as po~sible is of vi-
tal importance. In fact the useful maximum current is li-
mited very often by the random coincidences. In this r€-
spect Van-de-GraffiYs are of course superior to any other
accelerators. The AVF-cyclotrons have at least the great
advantage that their macroscopic duty cycle is one, whe~
as linear acceleratrrs (and also conventional synchro-cyc-
lotrons) are pulsed machines with typically D~5%andcoinci­
dence experiments are hardly possible. However, the cyclo-
tron beam has a rf fine structure which leads to a micros-
copic duty cycle. This is mainly determined by the phase
acceptance of the accelerator. In this respect AVF-cyclo-
tr0ns are very favourable at least in principle since their
phase acceptance can be as high as 1800 and an overall du-
ty cycJe close tc 50% could be obtained. However, machine
designers usually proceeded just in the opposite way up ro
now. They make the phase bunching small in order to achieve
a good separation of the orbits at th~ outer radius and a
good extraction rate. Therefure most cyclotrons hav~ a
micro duty cyc:e of a few percent. I think much more ef-
fort should be put into the improvement of the duty cy~le
since only then the cyclotron will be competitive with Van-
de-Graaff accelerators. To achieve this goal several measu-
res can be taken. To reduce ~he phase bunching at injec -
ti0n one can narrow the gap between the dee or use a pUller
to increase the initial energy gain. ~lso dc injections of
ions can be used. If the conditicn of isochronism is pre-
cisely maintained there will be n° phase selection during
acceleration. Finally the extraction system can decrease
the duty cycle since particles with some phase have a b~t­
ter chance than others to clear the septum. Thus the duty-
factor of the Berkel ey cyclotr\.>Y1 is 23 % frr the internal
and 8 % for the external beam. It has als0 been suggested
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to increase the duty cycle by an extraction mechanism
using methods related to the stochastic extraction or umng
negative ions. Then the duty factor could even be larger
than 50 %.
I want also to remind you of the wellknown fact that in-
stabilities of the cyclotron parameters or of the ion
source reduce the effective duty cycle. Fig. 3 shows an
example. If the ion source of the Karlsruhe cyclotron is
operated at a beam current of about 0.25 ~A (ihstead of
the design value of about 100 ~A) only every third rf pulse
has the full intensity. I want to emphasize again that any
progre~s in improving the duty factor would increase the
usefullness of cyclotrons considerably.
Discussing the importance of the duty cycle one has to
distinguish two extreme cases. The coincidence resolution
2~ may either 08 ~a~ge compared to the accelerator pulse
length T or sma~l. For the two cases the number of acci-












2 r: > T
where N1J N2 are single counting rates and n is the num-
ber of accelerator pulses per second.
In the case 2r > T the pulse length T does not affect
the coincidence rate and the duty cycle is of no impor -
tance.
I should like to discuss now another very important appli-
cation of AVF-cyclotrons J i.e. neutron time of flight
measurements. Since neutrons can be produced with targe~
in the internal beam very high n fluxes can be obtained.
For time of flight measuremen~s the rf structure of the
beam can be exploited and here a good phase bunching is
of advantage in contrast to what I said previously in
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connection with coincidence experiments • As I shall show
later a pulse length of less than 1 nsec can be achieved
without any special provisions. A difficulty however
arised from the spacing of individual rf pulses. This is
usually of the order of 10r, nsec and is ton short toavoid
overlapping of neutrons originating fr~m different rf
pulses. There are two ways t~ overcome this difficulty.
Both methods had been developed at the Karlsruhe cyclo-
tron and I should like to show y~u the experimental ar-
rangements and the results obtained until now.
In the first ~ethod the time between individual pulses is
increased by suppressing a large number of pulses say 99
out of 100. This results of c~urse in a considerable re-
ductiin of intensity. In order t~ compensate partly for
this loss the fvllowing scheme has been invented by
Beckurts, Cierjacks et al .. Fig. 4 shows a schematic dia-
gram of the cyclotron with its threefold symmetry. Usual-
ly three spikes of pr~tcns are accelerated at the same
time. However, as a first step tw~ spikes are suppressed
by a deflector near the center of the machine. Secondly
the ion source is pulsed (5~sec) in such a way that 20-
50 turns of the third spike are filled with prot0ns. This
bunch of protGns ~s accelerated until it arrives at the
largest radius. There it passes through a pair of deflec-
tor plates which are pulsed and deflect the beam verti-
cally. After making one more orbit the whole bunch of pro-
tons hits at the same time the target which is positioned
above the medium plane of the beam (as shown in the lower
part of fig. 4). This is repeated every 20 to 50 ~sec .
In this way a shcrt n pulse with high int8nsity is pro-
duced. The deflecting systems have been tested and aneu-
tron flight path 65 m long has been installed. With a
time resolution of about 1.5 nsec it is hoped that an
energy resolution of 0.3 %at 50 MeV and 0.13 %.at 100
keV can be obtained. The neutron flux will be
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0.5 x 105 n/cm2 sec at 65 m from the target. This set-up
will be used to measure total cross sections and neutron
i~duced reactions.
The second method has been developed by BrUckmann and
Haase in our institute in order to determine n spectra
from nuclear reactions. The precise energy of the neutrons
is again determined by a time of flight measurement. How-
ever, all cyclotron pulses are used in order t~ take ad-
vantage of the full intensity. Since in this case one does
not kn0W by which pulse the neutrons have been produced
there is an ambiguity of multiples of 30 nsec (6t for
consecutive rf pulses) in the measurp-d time of flight. In
order to remOV0 this ambiguity a rough energy measurement
of the recoil protons produced in a plastic scintillator
is performed by m8ans of a counter telescope. Th0 arrang~­
ment is shown in fig. 5. The external deuteron beam hits
the target (for example beryllium). The neutrons traverse
a flight path several meters long and hit a counter tplp-s-
cope consisting of a thin plastic scintillator in which
recoil protons are produced. Their enprgy is determined
by a pulse hight measurement in the second thick scintil-
lator. The ov~rall time resolution is abnut 1 nsec. This
is demonstrated in fig.6 which shows the time of flight
distribution of y rays. The resolution of thp detecting
system is 0.7 nsec which implies that the pulse length of
the cyclotron is of the same order rf magnitude which cnr-
responds to a phase spread of about 80 • In order to deter-
mine the neutron energy uniquely we use a two dimensional
analyser as shown in fig.7 . The time of flight is display-
ed along the y aXis, the recoil pr0tnr. ,energy along the x
axis and the number of counts in thp- z direction. For a
certain time of flight one finds several proton energies.
If these are ccmbir.bd rne obtain~ several clearly sepa-
rated ridges which belong to different rf pulses. The
first ridge corresponds to the directly measu~ed tim~
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of flight. The secnnd ridge implies that 30 nsec havA to
be added etc. Thus the neutron spectrum over the wholA
energy range can be obtained. With a flight path of only
5 m a resoluti0n of about 2% at an energy of 50 MeV can
be obtained. As an example the neutron spectrum produced
by the reactinns Be9 (dn)E 10 and Be9(d,np)Be9 are shown
on fig.S . ?he brGad distribution originates from th~
break up of the d intn nand p. In addition two linps cor-
responding to tW0 different direct proceSSeS appear which
might be associated to analogue states.
As I mentioned already AVF-cyclotrons are very useful in-
struments for wnrk with ~p~o~l~a~r~i~z~e~a~'~p~a~r~t~i~c~l~e~s,too. I do not
have time to discuss this field in detail and must restrict
myself to tw~ remarks. Polarized protons can be produced
by scattering ~particles frem hydrogen. This is the in-
verse rea:ti:n of the w~llkn~wn (p~ scattering which is
the us~al msthoc to anal~se the proton polarization. In
the inverse reaction polarized rec0il protons are produced
with pola~izati0ns close to 100% if the proper recoil
angle is chosen. At BerAelcywith an internal beam of 10 ~A
about 4x1 0 7 p/sec could be prcduced (Conzett et al.[4J)
which is S0mewhat ~~;,s than the number obtainEd fr0m li-
near acc~1€rat0rs with polarized source~ (2x108 p/sec) but
the degree of polarization of tho pr~tcns is ~ 80 % in the
first case and only 35 % in th~ secend and hence the two
methods are comparable.
As an example I want GC show in fig.9 the asym~etry ob-
t~i~cd by scattering 40 HeV polarized protons from dau_~ _
t~l 01:s([4J Berkplpy). ?he protons were polarized by the
ocp reaction. There is a cOD3iderable discrepancy between
the experimental results and theoretical predictions
based on various f)rms of the ~mpulse approximation. For
co~p~r~so~ l~t ~e show YL~ i~ fig.10 the results obtain-
ed by Craig et al. [5J (BirminGham) with the polarized
rro~on svu~ce of the Harwell linear accelerator. Here th~
polari=ed )~otQ~2 ar2 sc&tte~26 from carb~n and silicon.
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A qUite complicated angular dependence appears and it is
obvi~us that fer such experiments a good angular resolu-
tion combined with high intensities :s required. I am
sure that many experiments with polarized particl€s will
be performed using AVF-cyclotrons. Both methods to pro-
duce polari zed parti cles, i. e. th8 (XI P reaction and in -
jecting polarized particles, will be utilized and w~ shall
hear more about the second method in this conference.
In conclusion let me summarize the features a cyclotron
should have in order to appeal to the nuclear physicists.
1. Good energy resolution also for energies above 20MeV.
If possible the resolution should be better than 100
keV. Experiments possible only with Van-de-Graaffs
could then be extended to higher energies.
2. High intensity.
This presents no problem for AVF-cyclotrons except
perhaps f0r extracted beams as the septum does not
stand teo high intensities.
3. Duty cycle.
It should be possible to vary th~ duty cycle frnm
50% for coincidence experiments to small valu~s in
order to obtain pulses below 1 nsec for time of
flight w('rk.
4. Flexibility with respect to the possibility of acce-
lerating different particles and to change the energy.
5. Large pal gap for internal targets, deflectors etc.
Also low background is important especially for y-
work.
I am sure that considerable improvements can and will be
achieved within the next years and AVF-cyclotrons will
become to an ever increasing degree very valuable teols
for solving the many interesting problems of which I
could mention only a few. Nevertheless it must be ad-
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mitted (and now I return to the beginning of my talk) that
the more fundamental prnblems lip in the high 8n~rgy r~­
gion.
What is it then that attracts sn many excellent sci~ntists
t~ work in this low energy field. I think a human asp~ct
is involved. A great part of th~ attractinn of cyclctrons
comes from the fact that their dimensions ar~ still cnm-
parable to the human size in contrast to th~ gigantic high
energy accc>lera tors. This impli~s that the style of w· ,rk
with cyclotrons is still not t~o diff~rent frnm th~ styl~
of physics in the old days in which sucCc>ss or failurp. of
an experiment depended on one or at most a few individuals.
Many people on the other hand d~ not like> the hectic and
rather anonymous actiVity around high en~rgy acc~lerators.
An other implication is that the e>ducati~n of students and
Yuung scientists working with low energy acc~l~rator~ is
much more versatile and much less specialized then in
SGme other branches of nuclear physics.
Therefure I think f~r both , the physical intt"r!!"st and
because of psychological reas~ns, AVF-cyclotrons will ftnd
many friends in the future and I think WP art" only at the
beginning of a promising development.
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Angular distributions for inelastic scattering
of 6~ ~eV ~elium ions from negative parity 1e-
- 'C
vels of 0 0 2.t 6. 1 31:., 7.118 and 8.876 MeV. The












12 14Deuteron energy spectrum from the C (~,d)N
reaction at 380 (lab).
rf structure of the Karlsruhe cyc10trrn beam
f:::r diffel'e"}t c~nditi::ms of th~ i,.,n Sl)urcf'.
Scheme of tea~ suppression and def1~ctirn
Neutron experimEnts, schematic
Time of i'::"i§.,ht spectrum fnr y and n; 52 MeV
dc~terons on a thick c~pper target with a
fliGht ~at~ ef 36 cm; shown are the number
of events vs, time of flight on a linear
scale; time of prcduction of y-rays and neu-
trons is '.2 nsec tJ the left of the y-peak.
The electron~c cnntributes 0.4 nsec t n the
observed reso~ution 0f 0.6 nsec.
Isometric dis~lay (64 x 64 channels) of neu-
trrns from 52 NeV d~uterrns on Be9 . Time






Neutron spectrum from 52 MeV deut~rons on
Be9 . From fig. 7 the sp~ctrum is obtain~d
by summing over th8 ridge f,'r eaoh valu8
of T and given by th~ op~n circles. Wh~n
the smonthed line through these circl~s i~
corrected for telescnp~ efficiency and va-
riable energy width of the channels th~
dotted neutrvn energy spectrum is obtain~d.
Proton polarization, p(Q), in p-d ~l~stic
scattering at 40 MeV. The curves lab~led CA,
LA, and FA arp rpsults from impuls~ appr~xi­
mation calculations.
Angular distributinns of the polarization
in the elastic and in~lastic scatt8ring of
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